Streptavidin binding observed with an atomic force microscope.
An atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to investigate a specific recognition reaction: the binding of streptavidin to a biotinylated lipid bilayer. Prior to the recognition reaction, the phase coexistence of the lipid bilayer was clearly observed: fluid domains were lower than the crystalline domains. After introducing to the bilayer a very dilute solution of streptavidin to give a final concentration of approximately 0.5 microM, the recognition reaction was imaged in real time. Several hours later, we observed a contrast reversal, i.e., the previously lower fluid domains grew so much in height that they became higher than the crystalline domains. We found that the streptavidin molecules bound almost exclusively to the biotin in the fluid domain (less than 0.25% coverage of the crystalline domains). The apparent structure of the few streptavidin molecules bound to the crystalline domain of the bilayer is shown to depend on the applied force. Finally, in a 2-dimensional quasi-crystal in which the streptavidin molecules were compressed at the air-water interface molecular resolution was achieved.